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BELMASH - SDR2200 ALU PLANER AND THICKNESSER

€950,41 (excl. VAT)

NOW DELIVERED WITH THE NEW AL-Q GUIDE!

These portable and compact flat and thicknessing planers 230V are unique on the market. A 270mm wide
steel planing spindle with 3 HSS 18% cobalt planing knives.

Equipped with an induction motor3 HP.

Includes: planer knives - guide - steel extraction hood
Optional:mobile base - top table

SKU: BEL-2200SDRNEW
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BELMASH SDR-2200 is the most powerful, functional and productive machine in its class in the world and this
with 100% attention to safety.

Functions: Planing, both flat and thicknessing.
This portable and compact planer / thicknesser 230V is unique on the market.

An induction motor has 30% more power than a carbon brush motor and is more than 40% quieter. Moreover, it
is maintenance-free as no carbon brushes need to be replaced. Furthermore, they are driven in an industrial
way by means of poly belts instead of classic V-belts. The construction of the frame is also very unique and
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robust, as 3.5 mm thick sheet steel is used. This together guarantees excellent performance, but also optimal
resistance for your machine.

Thanks to the micro-lifting system of the planing tables, the planing depth can be set very accurately and
smoothly, but the tables can also be closed completely in a fast way. The SDR2200 has a very clear and

accurate scale for each setting.

The planer fence is very robust and can be blocked in 2 places on the work table, which guarantees stable and
precise work. It can also be angled with very clear reading. This model has a thicknesser built-in with automatic
feed. The drive rollers are made entirely of steel and have double ball bearings. The safety hood is made of a
metal housing with 2 support points for a quick change of planer or thicknesser. On the top table, all Belmash

machines have a very unique and safe pressing system, this gives the correct pressure above the planing
spindle and makes it impossible to come into contact with the planing knives with your hands.

The high-quality construction of these compact machines such as thick sheet steel, direct drive, induction
motors, high-quality ball bearing, large and robust set and rotary handles give this machine an enormous user
comfort with excellent performance and an optimal service life. The switch is located on a rotating arm and can

be freely rotated to the right or left, in order to fix it in the most favorable position and to work safely at all
times. This compact powerhouse is equipped with very robust handles for convenient storage or transport. The
portable multifunctional woodworking machine comes standard with a set of knives, safety pressing system*

and operating manual.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

230V, 3 HP powerful induction motor
No carbon brushes

40% less noise, 30% more power
Thicknessing capacity 120mm

Steel planer spindle 270mm with three blades
Compact multifunction machine

Solid sheet steel tables 3.5mm thick
Drive by Poly-V belt

Rotatable switch
Thicknessing planer with metal serrated drive rollers

Clear reading on steel band
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DESCRIPTION

BELMASH SDR-2200 is the most powerful, functional and productive machine in its class in the world and this
with 100% attention to safety. Functions: Planing, both flat and thicknessing. This portable and compact planer

/ thicknesser 230V is unique on the market. An induction motor has 30% more power than a carbon brush
motor and is more than 40% quieter. Moreover, it is maintenance-free as no carbon brushes need to be

replaced. Furthermore, they are driven in an industrial way by means of poly belts instead of classic V-belts.
The construction of the frame is also very unique and robust, as 3.5 mm thick sheet steel is used. This together

guarantees excellent performance, but also optimal resistance for your machine. Thanks to the micro-lifting
system of the planing tables, the planing depth can be set very accurately and smoothly, but the tables can

also be closed completely in a fast way. The SDR2200 has a very clear and accurate scale for each setting. The
planer fence is very robust and can be blocked in 2 places on the work table, which guarantees stable and

precise work. It can also be angled with very clear reading. This model has a thicknesser built-in with automatic
feed. The drive rollers are made entirely of steel and have double ball bearings. The safety hood is made of a
metal housing with 2 support points for a quick change of planer or thicknesser. On the top table, all Belmash

machines have a very unique and safe pressing system, this gives the correct pressure above the planing
spindle and makes it impossible to come into contact with the planing knives with your hands. The high-quality
construction of these compact machines such as thick sheet steel, direct drive, induction motors, high-quality

ball bearing, large and robust set and rotary handles give this machine an enormous user comfort with
excellent performance and an optimal service life. The switch is located on a rotating arm and can be freely
rotated to the right or left, in order to fix it in the most favorable position and to work safely at all times. This
compact powerhouse is equipped with very robust handles for convenient storage or transport. The portable

multifunctional woodworking machine comes standard with a set of knives, safety pressing system* and
operating manual.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 72 kg

Dimensions 95,2 × 28,5 cm

Motor 3 HP

Voltage 230 V
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Planing width 270 mm

Thicknessing capacity 120mm

Number of knives 3

Maximum planing depth 3 mm

Speed planer 7700

YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

BELMASH - SDM2500
saw and planer

BELMASH -
SDMR2500 saw and
planer thicknesser

Planer thicknesser
Triple Medium TT260

Planer thicknesser
Double TT260
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